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“SCREEDCRETE”                       

EXPOSED AGGREGATE 
 

INSITU COLOURED FLOORING: 
 

USING A SCREED SYSTEM, FOR EXTERNAL FLOORS. 
 

GUIDELINES FOR: PREPARATION / INSTALLATION / CURING (WASHING OUT / BRUSHING OUT 
/ EXPOSING) SEALING 

 
Introduction 
 
We are able to offer our specially formulated, exposed aggregate “Screedcrete” mixture in several exciting colours, 
for application to fabricate beautiful hard wearing low maintenance floors. 
 
Our “Screedcrete” exposed aggregate mix designs are offered in a diverse colour range, and aggregate size in either 
6mm or 13mm size encompassing 24 types.  The thickness of application as a screed ranges from a minimum 20mm 
up to 30mm in thickness.   
 
Trial panel/s to be undertaken 
 

A trial panel is necessary of + 2,5m2 to establish the correct liquid retarder and establish the approximate 
time of exposing brushing or high pressure washing the “Screedcrete” exposed aggregate screed,  to 
achieve the desired even exposure of the aggregate.  Weather conditions and substrate absorptions differ 
from one location to another hence the need for a trial panel. 

 
 
STEP 1:  CONCRETE SUBSTRATE 
 

 The concrete base to which the “Screedcrete” Exposed aggregate screed is to be applied should 
 be at least ± 100mm thick with, steel mesh re-inforcing to engineers specifications, taking  into 
 account the subterrain and the mass to be transported on the concrete substrate.  The concrete 
 surface should be level, but left rough on the top for good adhesion of the screed. 
 
 The slightly rough concrete slab, must be clean and free of any oils and other chemicals prior to 
 application of the Screedcrete mixture. Should the concrete substrate be smooth, first apply the 
 strips as detailed in (Step 2), thereafter apply our “Quartz splatter dash coating” (supplied in 40kg 
 bags) with U.F.T. bonding liquid to roughen the surface and allow drying for at least 24 hours.   
 

STEP 2.1: PREPARATION OF CONCRETE SUBSTRATE PRIOR TO SCREEDING 
  
  The preparation involves using either fixed aluminum panel partition or removable steel angle or 

 sealed wooden strips used as shuttering placed on the rough concrete base in 1m x 1m or 
 maximum 3m x 3m square panels depending on the screed thickness of 19 / 25 / 30mm.  For 
 fixed strips use aluminum strips which are firmly screwed to the floor at + 600mm intervals.  The 
 right angled strips are fastened to the floor with plastic wall plugs and countersink screws or 
 epoxy. The panels are filled using our “Screedcrete” mixture and trowelled level to the top of the 
 aluminum or removable steel angle or wooden shuttering. 

 
  All screeded panels to be isolated from walls and columns with a ±10mm gap.  Floor panel sizes 

 should be square, however if they are rectangular the long length must not exceed the short 
 length by 1½ times its multiple.   Any existing substrate structural expansion joints or 
 casting panels, must mirror through or coincide with the screeded panels above.   

 
Recommended Exposed Aggregate “Screedcrete” screed thicknesses 

 
 SCREEDCRETE SCREED 

THICKNESS 
ALUMINUM OR REMOVABLE SHUTTERING RECOMMENDED PANEL SIZE 

30mm 30 x 30 x 3mm L 3m x 3m 
25mm 25 x 25 x 3mm L 2m x 2m 

19-20mm 19 x 19 x 3mm L 1m x 1m 
 

 Before application of “Screedcrete”, wet the slab area, prior to application, to ensure minimal loss 
 of moisture from the mix into the slab, to avoid early drying of the material and possible crazing.  

 
STEP 2.2: PREPARATION OF THE SUBSTRATE 

 Apply a thin slurry (pure cement and water mixed to a creamy consistency) evenly over the floor 
 area with a builders block brush to ensure proper bonding between the floor and screed:.While 
 this slurry is still moist apply the Screedcrete screed on top of the slurry and trowel this level, to 
 the top of the strip / shuttering .  It is imperative that the Screedcrete mixture be placed on top of 
 the slurry while it remains moist (i.e. within + 20 minutes of applying the slurry) to ensure proper 
 bonding between the concrete substrate and  “Screedcrete” layer. 



Insitu 
Screedcrete  

Existing Slab 
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TOP VIEW 
      CROSS SECTION OF PANEL 
EXAMPLE OF PANEL SIZE USING STRIPS  RIGHT ANGLED FIXED ALUMINIUM WHICH CAN BE  
OR REMOVABLE SHUTTING    REMOVABLE STEEL OR WOOD SHUTTERING  
  
         
 
 
       1000MM  
     19-20/25/30mm 
          Height  
 
          1000MM 
     
             SLURRY LAYER ABOVE SLAB  
 
STEP 3:   MIXING AND PLACEMENT OF THE “SCREEDCRETE”  MIXTURE 
 

 Mix only sufficient material that can be used and placed within 1 hour, ensuring that each panel 
 is completed flush with the top of the aluminum or removable shuttering.  No panels should be 
 left partially filled as cracks will appear when the new “Screedcrete” mix is applied at a later 
stage.   The mixture should be mixed using a mechanical mixer with a measured amount of water to a 
 workable mortar / concrete mix (preferably not too wet) + 4,4 litres per 40kg or + (2,8 litres / 
 25kg) and then placed and trowelled in these panels to a level finish.   
 
 The area should be screeded level to the shuttering first using a wood float.  Then the loose 
 aggregate from the “Screedcrete” mix supplied in a separate bag should be sprinkled by hand or 
 “seeded” over the panel evenly + 1kg per square meter while the screed is still moist. This is 
 once again tamped in with a wood float, smoothed off and finally floated smooth with a steel 
 float. (certain mix designs do not require seeding) 
 

STEP 4:  APPLICATION OF THE “SCREEDCRETE” LIQUID RETARDER 
 
  The various types and strengths of “Screedcrete” liquid retarders depend on the aggregate size 
  used namely: 
 
  Stone size  Type required 
  13mm   Red 
    6mm   F03 or G2 

 3-6mm   G1 OR I1 OR I008 
 
 The liquid retarder is coloured to ensure the area is coated evenly. The liquid retarder must be 
 frequently agitated prior to use and sprayed on preferably using an airless spray gun with a 
 medium tip nozzle between 1,2mm and 2,5mm and should allow a uniform spray.  The 
 concrete surface must be smooth free of excess surface water and free of any segregations.  
 The wet screed must have no bleed water on it prior to the application of the liquid retarder, 
 however it must be applied the same day, reasonably soon after the “Screedcrete” screed is 
 trowelled on.  

 
STEP 5:  EXPOSING THE “SCREEDCRETE” INSITU EXPOSED AGGREGATE: 
 
  The day after application approximately + 16-20 hours (time to be established in the test panel) 
  after the  application of the liquid retarder, the area should be washed using a portable high 
  pressure  water washer with a wide slit nozzle and assistance with a fine wire or nylon  brush or 
  broom, while wet, may be needed to remove any hardened areas.  Ensure the finish is exposed 
  evenly and consistently (weather conditions can play a role). 
 
  It is important to keep the same brush / washout rhythm and time frames to achieve an even and 
  consistent texture. 
 
STEP 6:  CURING  
 
  The screeded panels should be kept moist or wet for seven days after screeding for proper  
  curing, strength enhancement and the prevention of any shrinkage cracks. 
                                  
STEP 7:  SEALING  -  THIS IS OPTIONAL 
 
  Sealing is not necessary on “Screedcrete”, exposed aggregate but enhances the colour of the 
  natural stone and makes it easier to maintain 
 
  Approximately seven to ten days after application the area can be sealed provided it is clean 
  and dry, using 1-2 coats Union Sealer for enhanced colour appearance or Fast Sealer for a matt 
  appearance. These products are available from Union Tiles and are to be applied evenly with a 
  lamb’s wool roller. (30 → 40  minutes drying time between coats) Obviously sealers may need 
  to be reapplied + 18 months to 36 months depending on foot traffic and weather conditions. 

 


